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NEXT MEETING
Tuesday, 23 July at St Matthew's Hall, Bridge Street, Kensington. Meeting starts at
8:00 p.m. Doors to the hall will be open from 7:15 p.m. to allow Members access to
the Library and trading table.
The speaker at the June meeting is.

Sunday 18th August
Sat 31 Aug & Sun 1 Sep
6-7 Sept

DIARY DATES
Belair NP
Pterostylis nutans
Victor Harbor
see Field trip article
Halbury Emmaus campout
Oligochaetochilus lepidus

NEXT COMMITTEE MEETING
Tuesday July 30th
At 7.00 pm (Note earlier start time)

2013 MEMBERSHIP NOTICE
Members who wish to pay 2013 Membership Fees electronically should e-mail NOSSA
Treasurer on nossatreasurer@hotmail.com
You will receive banking details so that you can complete your subscription. Please remember to
include in your email any change of address details.
, Treasurer

June Meeting
Epiphytes benched
Species: Dendrobium bigibbum (2 plants).
Hybrids: Dendrobium Angelene x (Ellen x kurin-Gai); Dendrobium Aussie Ira x Peewee x
speciosum; Dendrobium Hilda Poxon (3 plants in open section -1 plant in Second Division),
Dendrobium Unknown (in second division).
Terrestrials benched
Species: Diplodium robustum (2 plants, one red, one green); Linguella nana.
Judging results not available
Our June Speaker John Crocker, Enviromental Advisor for the Kanmantoo Copper mines,
gave us an excellent rundown of how the copper mines operates along with mapping to
show where the ore is concentrated beneath and the native vegetation above the ground.
Vegetation types are mapped and plants such as grasses are already being grown for
rehabilitation at a later stage. Les Nesbitt has a large part in this project with the ongoing
propagation of orchids rescued from the mining sites again for later reintroduction.

FOR YOUR INFORMATION - NOSSA NEWS
Upcoming Field Trips

All field trips commence at 10:00 AM
Field Trip Co-ordinator, Wendy Hudson can be contacted on 8251 2762 or 0434 863 969.
Date

Site

Orchids

Meeting Place

Sunday
18 August
Sat 31 Aug
Sun 1 Sep

Belair NP

Pterostylis nutans

Main entrance gate of the park, Upper
Sturt Road, Belair. UBD 143D15.
Limit of 10 people either day. Please
RSVP Wendy Hudson 0434 863 969
for details.

6-7 Sept

Halbury Emmaus
campout
Mambray Creek

Oligochaetochilus
lepidus
Oligochaetochilus
Arachnorchis
Prasopyllum

Sun. 20 Oct

Scott CP Kuitpo

Sun orchids

Sat. 16 Nov

Kuitpo

Duck orchids

Saturday
14 Sept

Private property
Victor Harbor

Mambray Creek parking bay on the Port
Wakefield Highway, (eastern or railway
line side of the highway). NB: This field
trip entails about a three-four hour drive
from Adelaide.

Leaders required: If you are able and would like to lead any of the above field-trips, please
email wendyhudson2@bigpond.com or telephone 8251 2762. Thank you.

NEXT JUDGES MEETING
Next judges meeting will be at Les Nesbitt's place at Vale Park, Saturday 3rd August at 9.30am.
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ARTICLES FOR NEXT JOURNAL
Items for the August journal need to reach the Editor by 9th of August.
Southcoast Orchid Club of SA will be holding their upcoming Winter Show at the
Colonnades Shopping Centre, Beach Road Noarlunga Centre from Sunday 28 th July until
Saturday 3rd of August.

Request for photographs
A request from the Botanic Gardens for photographs. They have asked for photographs of the
NOSSA walks at the Mt Lofty Botanic Gardens that have people in them. They want to use the
photographs in their promotion of the Gardens.

NOSSA Committee Apology
NOSSA Committee apologies the following two articles were printed in the June edition of
the NOSSA Journal (Vol 37, No 5) – ‘The Role of the Membership Liaison Officer’ and
‘Thelymitra exigua or megcalyptra’
‘The Role of the Membership Liaison Officer’
A number of NOSSA members are concerned their orchid photographs could be placed on
the NOSSA website without permission. Please be assured this will not happen. A Creative
Commons license has been set up so you may provide various permissions for NOSSA to
use your photographs.
‘Thelymitra exigua or megacalyptra?’
This is an unnecessary comparison.
Thelymitra megcalyptra is an insect-pollinated orchid with freely-opening, large, scented
flowers, whereas T. exigua is a self-pollinated species with tardily-opening small unscented
flowers. Each species has separate habitat requirements.
Other points in this article should have been discussed with NOSSA Committee before
putting in print.
In future, some articles submitted for publication in the NOSSA Journal will be more
carefully scrutinised.
EDITORS COMMENT:
This article though interesting may be regarded as an unnecessary comparison as the detail
given places emphasis on some minor characteristics but omitted some of the more
definitive characters. Overall it is regarded this can lead to some confusion.
While the Editor checks articles for grammatical errors and spacing requirements there does
appears to be a need for some articles of comparative content to be refereed.

Native Orchid Growing Study Group (shadehouse visit)

Les Nesbitt

Members interested in learning more about growing native orchids are invited to visit Les
Nesbitt’s place at 18 Cambridge Street, Vale Park on Saturday 17 th August at 2pm. You will
be able to tour the shadehouse, glasshouse and have a look at a very basic laboratory setup.
You might like to bring along a potted or mounted orchid to aid the discussion. Reference
books will be available.
If there is enough interest more visits could be organised. We can all learn from each other.
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Diuris behrii Project 2013.3

Les Nesbitt

What an enthralling presentation John Crocker gave at the June meeting on the Kanmantoo
Mine and the conservation measures already taken and planned for the next 10 years. Our
little Diuris project is only a minor part of the scheme although orchids do capture the
attention of the public more than grasses and trees.
By the June meeting the total number of Diuris behrii plants showing leaves was 294. I was
hoping for over 300 plants. Losses are always disappointing and make you question what
went wrong. Did the pots get too dry over the dormant period, did some tubers rot away
because they got too wet when dormant, were some tubers planted too deep or were they
eaten by underground grubs or are they just having a rest? Bare pots can be knocked out to
try to establish the cause. A hollow black cavity suggests rot while a small white lump
suggests tuber shrivel from drying out. Pot #8 had no leaves showing in the last week of
June. It was tipped out to reveal a healthy tuber with a set of leaves compressed into a ball
on top of the tuber. The leaves could not penetrate the heavy clay soil. The tuber was
replanted just below the surface so the leaf tips can see the sun. There were now 2 new
tasks, to check the other empty pots, and to lighten the soil mix with an organic component
when repotting later in the year. The heap of Kanmantoo soil available is more subsoil than
topsoil. The other bare pots had 10mm of top soil removed. If no leaves were visible
another 10mm was removed until the tuber was found. Most tubers were making leaves
underground so these leaves were left exposed. One tuber had the shoot torn out last
summer so cannot grow and 2 tubers could not be found. I guess 3 losses out of more than
300 plants is not too bad especially if we can double the numbers again this year.
John has advised that no plants will be reintroduced to the mine lease this year. Instead all
plants will be used for propagation at the nursery to maximise the number of stock plants.
This strategy will increase annual production and should result in more plants for
reintroduction in future years.
There is no sign of any seedling Diuris leaves in pots so far. None are expected before
September. Any seedlings will be a bonus. The flasked Diuris behrii seed has swollen but
there is no sign of any protocorms so far. June was a wet month with 130mm falling in the
Hills. All pots are saturated and there is no need for supplementary watering in winter.
Three Diuris plants were eaten off by that snail in May. All are recovering and there has
been no further damage.
The pots still require regular weeding. New weeds should taper off from now on hopefully.
The largest Pterostylis rosette may flower in spring while the other Pterostylis clone has
produced 2 smaller leaf rosettes. There are 7 Microtis plants in the main clone pot and
probably 50 plants in other pots for replanting.

NOSSA Conservation and Plant Growing Exercise

Les Nesbitt

This year the native orchid will be Dendrobium linguiforme, the tongue orchid, named for
its fleshy oval shaped leaves. This native epiphytic orchid is easy to grow in SA. Mature
plants are covered in feathery white flowers in spring. Large plants are usually mounted but
it can also be grown in a pot or tied to a tree that has permanent bark.
Seedlings in 50mm tubes will be available for $2 per plant with a limit of one plant per
member at the August meeting. Those orchids not sold at the August meeting will be
available at the September meeting for those members who missed out. NOSSA is
subsidising the cost of the orchids as a conservation measure.
Plants will be called in twice times a year for comparison and to measure progress. Say
March and September (flowering time) 2014 onwards until the first plant flowers. The best
growers can discuss their growing conditions and methods. It may be several years before
we see the first flower.
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Hale CP field trip Report
Report by R Bates image by members on the walk: June 2013
After overnight flooding June 22nd dawned grey with misting rain but by the time ten
members assembled at Williamstown it was fine for our walk thru Hale Conservation Park
from Warren Road. We were instantly inspired to see that a section of park burned three
years earlier which seemed largely orchid free last year was now sporting hundreds of orchid
leaves, Arachnorchis, Glossodia, Pterostylis and Thelymitra. The short broad leaves of
Thelymitra brevifolia were the first sun orchid species identified and made a good contrast to
the glaucous leaves of the recently named Thelymitra glaucophylla. The first orchid species
seen in bud was Linguella sp ‘Hills nana’ and these were in their hundreds. They were soon
outdone by Acianthus pusillus our first species in flower and over a thousand could be seen in
one glimpse. The rain had freshened all flowers and stained the track with black mineral
galena. Within a few minutes of our arrival we reached the main ridge and various larger
greenhoods, the shell orchids became numerous Diplodium rosettes in thousands with the fat
green and white flowers of dozens of D robusta comparing nicely with the much smaller
flowers of Diplodium sp ‘Adelaide hills’ which were scarce this year and even a hybrid. But
the overall champion in numbers of plants, glorious colour and variety was Urochilus
sanguineus about five thousand,
with one specimen found by
Gillian a few days earlier with
thirteen flowers open and many
buds, a new record for SA. Both
the bright coloured mallee dwarf
form and the tall dull flowered
hills form grew together under
the oyster bay pines. The former
in shades of crimson, orange and
pink the latter purple-black and
green. The related Bunochilus
viriosus were not doing so well
and all flowers had been eaten by
possums. Other greenhoods were
still a long way from flowering,
two Linguella spp, Pterostylis
nutans and P. pedunculata and
even
some
rufous
hoods
Oligochaetochilus sp in bud At
the opposite end of the spectrum
dozens of midge orchids
Corunastylis sp ‘Hills’ and
Parsons bands, Eriochilus sp
were already in seed. The total
species list was expanded by
numerous other sun orchids in
leaf, huge colonies of gnat orchid
leaves and a few mayfly orchid
and onion orchid leaves too.
Urochilus sanguineus Hale
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Mapping Orchids, with specific reference to Orchids in Belair National
Park.
James McGregor
This article has been written to include some of the material I presented at the May 2013
NOSSA meeting as well as expand on a few of the themes in a little more detail.
I currently work as a consultant at Greening Australia where I utilise digital mapping of
various kinds for conservation planning, surveys and on-ground work. This work collided
with my hobby when I took a short holiday break and began to photograph native plants in
Belair National Park. I became captivated by the diversity of the species and the amazing
floral displays which seemed to be everywhere. With my camera in hand I began wandering
along the many trails of the park photographing plants, returning home to identify them and
recording the species I had found. From my discussions with other NOSSA members I know
this is how many people became interested in orchids. After doing this for some time I built
up quite a list of plants which I had photographed and began to wonder “could I photograph
all the plants in the park?” After tracking down many historic species lists and herbarium
records I compiled a list of around 480 native species which I wanted to locate. But after I
had spent considerable time in Belair National Park I still had no idea where many of these
species were and I had run out of leads to find them. Early mapping and plant records kept
by the State Herbarium generally give few location details beyond “National Park” or “Long
Gully” (www.flora.sa.gov.au/mapper2.shtml).
At about this time I happened to bump into Jenny Skinner in the park (former NOSSA
member, now Tasmanian resident), we got talking about orchids and before I knew it she
was showing me where some of these gems were hidden. I would never have found them
without her help. This got me thinking about the incredible amount of knowledge being
carried around in individuals’ heads with no written records. This knowledge can be very
easily lost. Often it is only through chance meetings and goodwill that this knowledge
persists at all. At the same time the need for much of this information in conservation
planning is as great as it has ever been. Many conservation practitioners; government
agencies and non-government organisations, are facing ever reduced budgets which
inevitably reduces the number of people working in the field. This means the people who are
responsible for planning conservation are struggling to get a handle on what is actually
happening on the ground.
With this in mind I changed my strategy. Rather than just chasing a photograph of every
plant I wanted to go a step better and map every plant, for the whole park. By coincidence
Bevin Scholz (another NOSSA member) was doing a similar thing, but focussing on orchids
(a much more sensible man!). I sat down with him and Jenny and compiled the first digital
map (to my knowledge) of the orchids of the park and where they occur. At this stage they
were just approximations, circles on a map (polygons in mapping terminology) but over
time Bevin and I have refined this.
Bevin developed a Microsoft Excel based system whereby he has a scanned map sheet for
every species and places a small dot on the electronic map where he has seen the plant (see
below for map of Acianthus pusillus). I am aware there are many variations on this theme
within the NOSSA membership for recording approximate locations of orchids. Bevin also
collects information on the when the plants start and finish flowering.
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Often I use Bevin’s maps to relocate these plants and collect GPS coordinates which give a
more accurate position (generally to within 5m). I keep this on an Excel database which
includes the coordinates and notes on the plants’ abundance. In order to not perpetuate the
loss of information which motivated me to start this work I pass my database on to Belair
National Park’s Ranger for storage on the government system.

Right: An example of
Bevin’s mapping for
Acianthus pusillus.

The advantage of an electronic database is that maps can be made with relative ease using a
variety of mapping software. The Department of Environment, Water and Natural Resources
(DEWNR)
provides
a
free
online
mapping
site
called
NatureMaps
(www.naturmaps.sa.gov.au) which allows you map your own database coordinates, draw
polygons, measure areas and publish maps as PDF files.

Left: A NatureMaps
screen shot showing
the ‘identity’ of some
mapped
points
(DEWNR, 2013).
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But these sorts of maps are just the tip of the iceberg when it comes to fully utilising
mapping information. The real value of this kind of mapping is in the interpretation, or
‘modelling’. If you know where the plants grow you can ensure that threatened species are
getting adequate protection. Ensure that trails, pipes and powerlines are not ploughing
through valuable populations. It can help fire crews plan when the most suitable time of year
to burn different areas is based on the needs of the plants. It can be used to know where the
flowering plants are going to be and therefore where the most interesting walks are likely to
be. The distribution can even be used as a baseline to check for population movement over
time in response to fire regime and climate change. Modern mapping software can take the
environmental information for each species such as slope, rainfall, aspect and soil type
where they are known to occur and predict species distributions for a region. It can be used
to identify areas where threatened species may still occur but which have never been
searched before. These things can all be done by conservationists sitting at desks, but they
rely on a robust set of field data.

Above: A representation of the number of orchid species co-occurring in Belair National
Park. Red represents areas where at least 16 orchid species are known to grow during the
year.
Many people who have their own database or other collection of information falsely believe
that their knowledge would be of no value because “they are common species”, they “only
work in a small area”, “some else will know that information”... Wrong. This fails to grasp a
basic concept in species mapping and monitoring, you can never have too much information,
every additional point on a map or piece of information can confirm a model, or help refine
it.
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To those people who are collecting information, or are considering doing so there are three
things you should consider:
1)
Ensure the information is as accurate as possible. Use a GPS for locations. Get species
identified by an expert if you are unsure)
2)
Records as much relevant information as possible. Key points include the date, plant
health, flower/fruiting, local threats and habitat information.
3)
Share your information with someone.

If you are reluctant to go to the lengths of developing your own system for collecting
information one excellent way to start the knowledge sharing process is to look at some
existing ‘Citizen Science’ programs. Citizen science is the catch-all name for utilising the
masses to gather many small pieces of information which collectively is large enough to
form a robust data set. There are many such programs; the most well known of which would
be the Atlas of Living Australia (www.ala.org.au) which is supported by the Federal
Government and includes data from many government agencies and organisations. Most of
these citizen science programs are web based and can be easily found through internet
search engines.
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Winners June 2013 Picture Competition
Rosalie Lawrence
Well you never know when you will take the winning photo. On the late afternoon of the
NOSSA general meeting, Kealan Ranford and his family went for a walk in Altona Conservation
Park. At 4:30pm he photographed a Urochilus sanguineus (Pterostylis sanguinea), came home
downloaded and printed the picture, all by 5pm. His parents brought it down to the meeting that
night – pipping all the others at the post! And the others were Claire Chesson (CC), Errol
Shepherd (ES), Helen Lawrence (HL), Lorraine Badger (LB), Marg Paech (MP), Doug Castle
(DC) and Pauline Meyer (PM).
Living near Altona, the family
are able to visit the park often.
Jenny told of a tree where they
regularly find these orchids and
that they are “plentiful at the
moment”. Though there were
only three in flower, she was
expecting, from the amount of
leaves, that “it will be worth a
look every couple of weeks”.
Jenny’s comment of “worth a
look every couple of weeks”
indicates the longevity of its
flowering as it flowers from May
through to September. With its
striking wine-red colouring, this
species is found throughout
many regions of the state, as well
as in Western Australia, Victoria
and Tasmania.
A further observation she made
is that at another of their
favourite spots in the Kaiser
Stuhl Conservation Park, about 6
kms as the crow flies, the
flowering time is about four
weeks behind Altona.
Thumbnail of the other entries

Remember entries can be posted to the NOSSA mail box or emailed to
nossaorchids@hotmail.com or nossa.enquiries@gmail.com
More information about our orchids can be found in South Australia’s Native Orchids DVD-ROM,
(available from NOSSA)
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Diplodium robustum
Hills form
Diplodium robustum
Red form

Linguella nana

Dendrobium bigibbum

Plants benched June 2013
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Dendrobium Hilda Poxon
Second div.

Dendrobium Hilda Poxon
3 plants first div.
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Dendrobium Hilda Poxon
first div.
Dendrobium Hilda Poxon
first div.
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Dendrobium Aussie Ira x Peewee x speciosum

Dendrobium Unknown

Dendrobium Angelene x (Ellen x Kurin-Ga)
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